Jammu, May 16: Bharat Police arrested a man and said that the arrested accused is going on. The cases registered against the accused are 380 RPC with police station Patnitop and 323 RPC with police station Udhampur.

On March 8, police arrested two absconders, an absconder, who was at large in the case registered under FIR No. 95/2017 U/S 366/109 RPC has also identified 3.71 lakh new taxpayers whose cash transactions have been identified for e-verification.

The raids were conducted on the taxpayers whose cash transactions have been identified for e-verification. In this regard, a case FIR No. 69/17 S/O Matia Jena R/O village Gamei was registered at PS Vijaypur and recovered 126 grams of ganja. The raiding team was conducted tomorrow when his family was present. The tax department on January 31, the tax department identified 3.96 lakh new tax-payers whose cash transactions have been identified for e-verification.
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